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Six Criteria of a Viable Theory: Putting Reversal Theory to the Test
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In the wake of differential quality of theories, where some outshine others by way of, for in-
stance, scope of explained phenomena or track record of empirical support, I review a series of
criteria to judge the merit of multiple theories. The six criteria include comprehensiveness, pre-
cision and testability, parsimony, empirical validity, and both heuristic and applied value. I then
utilize these criteria to review various leading personality theories, and include among them
– for comparison – meta-motivational Reversal Theory, which challenges the universality of
stable traits and instead embraces the notion of changeable states according to circumstances.
Finally, I offer the reader a graphic representation (via cluster analysis) of the partnerships and
families that unite together various theories based on similar criteria of evaluation.
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Nothing is more dangerous than an idea
when it’s the only one we have.

Emile-Auguste Chartier (1868-1951)
French philosopher/journalist

With a plethora of explanations to account for the behav-
ioral, motivational, and emotional phenomena of the human
experience, the relative efficiency of theories becomes more
evident. That is, as theories are not created equal, it is im-
portant to have available to us the tools – much like a Con-
sumer’s Reports Buyers Guide – to scrutinize theories and
separate those that are superior from those beset with flaws.
Psychology for example is populated with an abundance of
theories of varying quality, and herein I explore the relative
efficiency of a relatively complete set of personality theories
(e.g., Freud and Maslow), but include among them a theory
based not on stability, but on change. As a motivational the-
ory, Reversal Theory (Apter, 2007) posits human behavior as
a ballet among various changing states and goals, so initiated
by the circumstances (satiation) and needs of the individual.
Long ago, the Greek Philosopher Heraclitus (c. 535 - c.475
BCE) suggested that the entire world is in a state of flux;
today, Reversal Theory challenges the static vision of the in-
dividual as governed by a relatively permanent collection of
internal dispositions or traits (Lafreniere & Cramer, 2006).

The present paper is divided then into four key parts: first,
I explore the six criteria (alone and in combination) to high-
light both the individual relevance to theory building and the
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relative weight or salience to judge the strength and veracity
of a theory. Second, I will briefly review how these crite-
ria fare for several prominent personality theories, including
Reversal Theory. Finally, I offer some thoughts for future
directions in an effort to build a stronger theory.

Six Criteria of Evaluation

In no particular order, I present the six criteria of evalu-
ation that may be used to judge the veracity and utility of a
given scientific theory; upon reviewing each separately, I will
consider the combination of various pairs of criteria under
common nomenclature (Ryckman, 2013).

Comprehensiveness

Comprehensive theories encompass a greater scope or
range of explanation for various phenomena. Whereas some
theories may be narrow in focus (explaining a limited num-
ber of observations, e.g., the facial feedback theory of emo-
tion, Andréasson & Dimberg, 2008), other theories may cast
a greater net over a wider range of phenomena (e.g., Evolu-
tionary Theory). Freud’s Psychodynamic Theory is likely the
most comprehensive personality system ever devised (Her-
genhahn, Olson, & Cramer, 2003), explaining love and war,
marriage and religion, normal and abnormal developmental,
humor, incest, slips of the tongue – the list is endless. Given
that good theories should describe, explain, predict, and con-
trol phenomena and behavior, comprehensive theories aim
to accomplish all these goals. Still, many seemingly viable
theories may fall short in their scope. Despite being the dom-
inant theory of personality today, Trait Theory is chiefly one
of description rather than any of explanation (the hallmark of
Freudian depth psychology), prediction, or control. By this,
trait theorists may describe that an individual is extraverted,
but not account for why. This feature may well highlight the
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danger of ad hoc explanations, wherein a theory appears to
offer a suitable explanation only after the data are collected
(with no prior predictions being made). For instance, Freud’s
Psychodynamic Theory (while heralded for its comprehen-
siveness) preferred an ad hoc interpretation into how an indi-
vidual’s childhood likely unfolded in order to yield the per-
son’s unique behavior protocol. Without a theory or with-
out a prior hypotheses and predictions, patterns may be ob-
served in any series of data, even if random. Mathematicians
are keen to ask: what number is next in the series? Having
already offered us:

1 2 3 5 8. . .
our job is to provide justification for the number that suit-

ably comes next. But given that various answers and expla-
nations can be offered to the problem above, we are no closer
to the solution. Is the answer 13 (as the sum of the previous
two digits in the series, 1+2=3, 2+3=5, 3+5=8, 5+8=13)?
Or is the solution more complex? Supposing we take the
digit sum + 2, so that 1+2+(2)=5, and 1+2+3+5+(2)=13.
In this way, the solution “13” is arrived at by two different
routes – so which is correct? The struggle over whose expla-
nation of the same phenomenon is correct is widespread in
science. For instance, two geological theories will attempt
to account for the presence of mountain ranges by either
catastrophe or painfully slow geological morphism (Stein &
Wysession, 2009). Whereas each theory will surely offer an
account for the staggering heights of Mount Everest (thus
enhancing their comprehensiveness), but which is correct?
Both? Neither? It will be the supporting data that determines
our judgment; as such, comprehensiveness is a solely insuf-
ficient criterion by which to judge the feasibility of a theory;
other criteria are needed.

Precision and Testability

As the second and often most rigorous criterion, preci-
sion and testability demands that a good theory consist of
constructs that are clearly defined, tightly interrelated, and
readily open to reliable and valid measurement through fal-
sifiable hypotheses (Popper, 1963). Plainly we ask: How do
you define and identify and measure a psychological prop-
erty like a motive or a need or even a reversal? What about
an id, identity, peak experience, archetype, trait, condition of
worth, etc.

Good theories should also expose themselves to rigor-
ous hypothesis testing. Indeed, Meehl (1978) differentiated
between point predictions and directional predictions. For
example, Eysenck’s personality theory of cortical arousal
(1965) will predict (directionally) that extroverts will smoke
more, drink more, take more Valium, enjoy more cups of
coffee in the morning, require more classical conditioning
trials to acquire a given skill, even salivate more to the pre-
sentation of lemon juice to the tongue – but will it predict
how much more nicotine and alcohol and Valium and coffee

and conditioning trials and lemon juice will be necessary?
No. “Harder” sciences like physics and chemistry are more
typically held to the taller feats of point predictions, and this
speaks to the rigor of precision. In these theories, compo-
nents and constructs are neatly interrelated, tied conceptually
to each other, so that velocity is the combination of speed and
direction, acceleration is the combination of velocity and di-
rection, and momentum is the combination of mass and ve-
locity.

That a theory is empirically testable extends beyond its
precision of interrelated concepts to the rigor of the in-
struments used to measure those concepts. For instance,
many instruments today struggle to reliably measure many
worthwhile personality traits, like self-actualization (Leclerc,
Lefrançois, Dubé, Hébert, & Gaulin, 1999); this yields poor
indices of internal consistency or reliability. Unreliable mea-
sures – those that render sometimes vastly disparate values
upon repeat assessment – can never be valid, because one
cannot be certain which value rendered is the correct one.
Imagine an individual taking an IQ test three times within
a matter of days with wildly different values. Reliability is
the cornerstone of measurement; without it, we cannot confi-
dently be certain of the properties in the world around us. We
could add 10 pounds to a gymnasium scale without anyone’s
knowing and every weigh-in would render a comparable, re-
liable, but unhappy result – reliable, yes; but invalid, because
it does not render the true weight.

Many theories appear on the surface at least to conquer
this criterion but woefully do not. Evolution theory is largely
unfalsifiable (Gould, 1978; Hergenhahn et al., 2003), resis-
tant to competing evidence and alternative hypotheses (e.g.,
how can homosexuality be an adaptive feature of human be-
havior?). So too, the cornerstone of operant or instrumental
conditioning is founded on Thorndike’s Law of Effect (Ryck-
man, 2013), which states that behaviors that bring about pos-
itive outcomes are likely to be strengthened (i.e., if it feels
good, do it). From this law, we derive the definition of the
positive reinforcer, or any stimulus in the environment that
when presented following a given behavior will increase the
likelihood of that behavior; but how could you test this the-
ory? If you offered a person a stick of black licorice (my
favorite) after each production of a factory widget, the fre-
quency of widget production should increase – but what if
it does not? Was the theory disconfirmed? Or was black
licorice not a positive reinforcer?

Parsimony

English philosopher Sir William of Occam (Hergenhahn
et al., 2003) explained that much like a butcher’s cut of meat
beset with excess fat, a trimmed cut would be more attrac-
tive to the shop patron (not so the butcher); so too a theory
trimmed of excess concepts and needless explanation would
likely manifest the correct explanation of the world. In short,
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all things being equal, the simpler or more parsimonious the-
ory is likely the correct one. Indeed, whereas there is no
reason to believe this to be true, we do tend to prefer simple
explanations to complex ones, still acknowledging that the
simpler theory may be wrong. Did God create the universe?
It would be a simple explanation to be sure if He did and
all the cosmologists could go home early. . . Does the Earth
revolve around the Sun or does it merely rest on the back
of an elephant, which rests on the back of a turtle, and that
turtle on another turtle, and so on and so on – with turtles
all the way down. Simple explanations truly, but doubtfully
tenable. In fact, complex theories are certainly abundant, as
seen in physics’ string theory (Smolin, 2006). Consider two
electrons sent off at the speed of light in opposite directions,
and through magnets we can influence the directional spin of
one of these electrons; this manipulation will perfectly and
oppositely predict the spin of the other electron – but it takes
12 dimensions (not the standard 3) to do it; hardly simplistic,
but extraordinarily accurate.

Returning to psychology, learning theory takes notable
exception to the term “personality” in general (Ryckman,
2013), since ultimately we are still talking about a defined
collection of behaviors that embody the notion of (for in-
stance) extraversion. If an extraverted individual talks often
on the phone, visits frequently with friends, and strikes up
with ease a conversation with a stranger, what use is the trait
“extraversion” since it adds nothing to the description? In
short, to a behaviorist, personality does not exist – trimmed
free by Occam’s Razor.

Empirical Validity

I always hated sports fans who would change their jerseys
and hats and franchise affiliations based on the final cham-
pionship game, so these “fans” would forever align them-
selves with a new winning team (i.e., the team with the best
win/loss record). Given my loyalties to the same team year
after year (regardless of their win/loss record; and yes, there
were some very bad years in there), I find the flip-flop habit
of team replacement reprehensible, but this is exactly how
science judges the empirical validity of a theory. Beyond the
descriptive and explanatory scope of a theory (comprehen-
siveness), our confidence in a theory’s viability is strength-
ened by its ability to correctly predict and control phenom-
ena. We grow disenchanted with a theory that fails to predict
and control behavior, brandishing a losing record – it may be
time to change teams.

Empirical prowess may also reflect the extent to which a
theory manages disconfirming evidence, since studies with
negative results carry more weight than those with positive
results. Suppose you reviewed 100 studies evaluating the
existence of reversals in human behavior, and 85 of those
studies confirmed the hypothesis, and 15 failed to find sup-
port. While 85 to 15 is hardly an even scorecard, those 15

studies are far more salient, because a theory is easier to dis-
prove (to reveal as incorrect) rather than prove to be correct.
For instance, we could purport to say that a human being
needs two arms to live, and find example after example of
a living breathing two-armed person. Although each case
is warmly encouraging and supports the hypothesis, it takes
the presentation of a single one-armed living person to fully
dispel the theory. As such, disconfirming evidence carries
more weight; we must demand that a theory offers us an ex-
planation about any and all disconfirming evidence – and we
must then scrutinize its treatment of those instances: does
the theory get revised in light of the evidence, does it simply
ignore those unfortunate studies, or does it create a just-so
story that sounds plausible but is not supported by any evi-
dence (Gould, 1978).

Heuristic Value

A theory’s heuristic value involves its ability to gener-
ate unique thoughts and perspectives and directions in other
fields. For example, capitalism spurred a cost/benefit anal-
ysis among thinkers considering interpersonal relationships
(viz. social exchange theory; Stanford, 2008), whereas the
invention of the computer generated a new conceptualization
of the brain. Freud’s Psychodynamic Theory has been trans-
formed (or sublimated) into many diverse fields, including
education, art, literature, cinema, sexuality, music, architec-
ture, history, etc. (Ryckman, 2013). But some theories re-
main dormant, instilling little inspiration in other fields (cf.
Raymond Cattell and George Kelly).

Applied Value

Finally, a theory’s applied value can be measured by the
extent to which it offers effective solutions to life’s problems.
Freud’s free-association “talking cure” was used as a treat-
ment for a new form of war neurosis called “shell-shock”
(Rivers, 1918a, 1918b); the theory of planned action (Ajzen,
1991) has been applied to smoking cessation and drug reha-
bilitation, and cognitive dissonance theory has offered solu-
tions to guard against wartime abuses like those at the Abu
Ghraib prison (Zimbardo, 2007). Many theories often thrive
on this one component, and generate a devout following (es-
pecially in professional circles) on the heels of the theory’s
success in relieving real-world problems. It remains diffi-
cult, in solitary consideration, to applaud the salience of a
theory’s applied value when we realize there could be many
reasons why a particular solution may be successful in treat-
ing a problem.

Criteria Pairing

It is worthwhile to note that many of these criteria can be
seen in partnership. Comprehensiveness often couples with
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Applied Value to determine a theory’s utility. Another com-
mon pairing is seen with Comprehensiveness and Parsimony
– a theory that accounts for a wide range of phenomena is
often more complex, requiring more component parts. Con-
sider the search for the most comprehensive number of car-
dinal personality traits to explain the full scope of behaviors
– Cattell and colleagues (Cattell, Saunders, & Stice, 1950)
originally said there were 16, Big Five proponents suggest
that was triple the correct number (McCrae & Costa, 1990),
Eysenck’s (1991) PEN model suggested only three, and an
interpersonal circumplex model of love and dominance of-
fers only two (Wiggins, 2003). One final combination worth
mentioning is Precision/Testability and Empirical Validity –
often inseparable since concepts that are clearly defined and
precisely measured will pave the way for more definitive
evidence. As one final note, the six criteria will differ in
their salience, and are so divided into three pairs: the least
stringent criteria are Comprehensiveness and Applied Value.
More stringent criteria are found in a theory’s Parsimony
and Heuristic Value. Finally, the ultimate test of a theory
is precise and valid measurement coupled with supportive
evidence.

Evaluating Personality Theories

I will now outline several prominent personality theories
according to their management of the six aforementioned
theoretical criteria before doing the same for Reversal The-
ory. Readers may conduct a similar analysis for other cate-
gories of theories as an exercise in theory-building. The fol-
lowing six personality theories were selected either because
(in selected cases) of their commonality, and (in other cases)
their dissimilarity. They are the theories of Freud, Jung, Erik-
son, Eysenck, Rogers, and Maslow (see Hergenhahn et al.
2003; and Ryckman, 2013 for review).

Freud’s Psychodynamic Theory

Freud’s theory fares evenly among the six criteria, with
strengths and weaknesses (common to theories of the era;
Ryckman, 2013). The theory earns very high marks for com-
prehensiveness, with an outstanding range and diversity of
explained phenomena. Ryckman writes that “Freud devel-
oped a theoretical system that explicitly sought to explain
virtually all of human behavior. His theory remains, to the
present day, the most comprehensive conceptual system ever
created by a personality investigator” (p. 64). Especially
high marks are also earned for both heuristic and applied
value, influencing thinkers well outside personality psychol-
ogy who readily made use of Freudian concepts. Conversely,
Freud’s theory fails with respect to precision and testability
(through the use of fuzzy concepts, impressive though mis-
interpretable and ambiguous metaphors, and post-hoc inter-
pretations). The theory fails at parsimony because it is overly
simplistic, assuming sex and aggression as the master motive

behind all human behavior; it further held an especially pes-
simistic view of the human condition, holding humans to be
irrationally driven amoral creatures. Finally, though many
believe Freud’s theory to be unsupported largely in the liter-
ature, given thousands of studies to date, more studies stand
in favor of the theory; however, we should remember that
disconfirming evidence carries more weight, and so Freud
receives moderate to low marks for empirical validity.

Jung’s Analytic Theory

Jung’s theory (Ryckman, 2013) renders a similar score-
card to Freud’s – especially comprehensive and rich in both
heuristic and applied value. Similar to Freud too is the lack
of parsimony (far too complex); imprecise, inconsistent, and
vague constructs; and difficulty with empirical testing result-
ing from imprecision.

Erikson’s Psychosocial Theory

As another Freudian-style evaluation, Erikson’s theory
earns high marks for comprehensiveness and both heuristic
and applied value; but low marks for parsimony (i.e., limited
explanatory mechanism, placing too much emphasis [often
post-hoc] on identity formation and integration), and vague
and poorly defined constructs that are difficulty to test empir-
ically.

Eysenck’s Biological Theory

We wanted to introduce Eysenck’s theory to illustrate
that several personality theories do not all conform to the
Freudian profile, and this is a good example. Eysenck re-
ceives very high marks for comprehensiveness but only mod-
erate marks for parsimony, since, although reasonably ef-
ficient, the theory fails to account for personality function-
ing. Although more precise than typical Freudian and neo-
Freudian constructs, Eysenck encountered some difficulty
outlining key terms such as arousal and typological cate-
gories. Empirical support is strong but domain-specific,
inviting considerably more work in the area of psychopathol-
ogy and biology. Although the theory’s heuristic value is not
as strong as seen in other personality theories, limited chiefly
to the United Kingdom; the application to real-world prob-
lems has been extensive.

Rogers’ Person-Centered Theory

Although initially restricted in its scope, Rogers labored to
explain a greater range of domains, so that to date the theory
is more comprehensive than originally drafted. Constructs
such as “genuineness,” “empathy,” and “unconditional pos-
itive regard” are difficult to define clearly and so the theory
receives moderate ratings for precision/testability. Given that
Rogers’ theory appears wrought with feel-good terms, it ap-
pears to be overly simplistic in its assumption that people
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are perpetual do-gooders; even his understanding toward the
solution to real world historical and political problems takes
a decidedly optimistic perspective, when in fact people can
often act in truly selfish ways. As such, the theory is not
parsimonious. Positive results have emerged from the em-
pirical arena, and both the heuristic and applied values are
impressive.

Maslow’s Self-Actualization Theory

Maslow receives moderate ratings for comprehensiveness,
since – although he incorporated many Freudian concepts
with greater clarity into his humanistic theory – the explana-
tory base remains limited in its scope and diversity; as such,
the theory fails to be parsimonious, appearing too optimistic
and dismissive of situational influences. Low marks are also
earned for precision and testability, with many fuzzy con-
cepts and a motivational pyramid beset by multiple excep-
tions (martyrs die for a greater cause, Michelangelo starved
while painting the chapel ceiling; must we love ourselves be-
fore we love others).

Evaluating Reversal Theory

Comprehensiveness and Applied Value

A review of previous studies (www.reversaltheory.org)
and conference proceedings uncovers a broad range and
diversity of relevant topics, and so Reversal Theory re-
ceives very high marks for comprehensiveness. As a meta-
motivational theory, it accounts for a host and wide diversity
of phenomena. Indeed, it includes many features highlighted
in other motivational theories (e.g., incentive, drive, arousal,
instinct, etc.), so that Reversal Theory acts much like a multi-
tool; while often preferred, multi-tooled theories are not nec-
essarily valid, so I urge caution. Although one may grant
high marks to the theory based on multiple applications in
the fields of business, health, education, and counseling; I
caution the reader to further probe why applications derived
from Reversal Theory may be effective.

Parsimony and Heuristic Value

Because the theory does not appear bogged down with an
excess of constructs or conceptual framework, and because a
sufficient number appear in place to explain the relevant phe-
nomena, the theory appears to be parsimonious. The heuris-
tic value however is not especially high, because it has yet to
stimulate new directions or initiatives in other fields, though
this may change over time.

Empirical Validity and Precision/Testability

Although the empirical validity is compelling, it is diffi-
cult to evaluate the merit of this criterion since it is largely

based on the precision and testability of the component con-
structs. There are problems in the realm of precision and
testability. First, the notion of a reversible state within the
individual’s daily life may be confused with other transitory
properties, like mood, needs, attitudes, thoughts, attributions,
etc. Given that reversals constitute a change in state to the
opposing pole, the notion of state is left somewhat ambigu-
ous as to what change is to be measured. In short, it remains
elusive as to what state is precisely changing and what state
is precisely measured, be it one or several or all. Secondly,
various inconsistencies have been observed between the fre-
quency of opposing states (e.g., telic vs. paratelic), wherein
– though hypothesized to be negatively correlated – they are
often positively correlated (Lafreniere & Cramer, 2006; Sit,
Lindner, Apter, Michel, & Mallows, 2010).

Moreover, the measures available to assess both the exis-
tence of a state and subsequently any reversal of that state
need more psychometric rigor, since reliable measures have
yet to be universally available. Whereas it is acknowledged
that retest reliability estimates of reversal instruments will
be less useful given the transitory state of the properties
being measured (since the state is changing), said instru-
ments still need to be internally consistent (i.e., the deriva-
tive items all measure the same construct), with Cronbach
alpha coefficients of 0.70 or greater (Anastasi, 1988; Nun-
nally, 1982; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). By this, the Moti-
vational Style Profile (MSP; Apter, Mallows, & Williams,
1998) and measures like it (Apter & Desselles, 2001; Sit
et al., 2010) struggle in many key dimensions (i.e., confor-
mity vs. negativity) to render those necessary psychomet-
ric benchmarks. Without reliable measures, correlations to
other hypothesized constructs remain suspect, and we cannot
draw reliable conclusions with any confidence. Certain state
measures have been developed in the areas of anxiety, loneli-
ness, depression to name a few (see Spielberger, Gorsuch, &
Lushene, 1970; Spielberger, Reheiser, Ritterband, Sydeman,
& Unger, 1995) to be sure, and typically scale developers will
transform an existing trait measure to reflect how the respon-
dent feels “at this moment.” However, even with a modest
change in wording, measures must still be internally consis-
tent so we can be sure the constituent items are measuring
the same construct.

Furthermore, an additional assumption belies all scientific
measurement wherein we believe we are not altering or ren-
dering the property by the mere measurement of it. This is
not a problem strictly for state measures, but for all measures
across the science. Physicists will explain the difficulty in
measuring the speed and rotation of an electron without in-
fluencing its behavior through the bombardment of photons,
arguably necessary for the measurements. So while the mat-
ter besets all of science, it is especially pronounced in the
social sciences. To what extent then does a person’s state
become more goal-directed and telic after being asked (in a
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questionnaire, for instance) about their serious-mindedness?
It is difficult to be sure how to advise researchers regarding
the solution to this problem. Finally, with solid and sound
psychometric instruments available for widespread use, re-
searchers may then make and test their hypotheses, which
should necessarily grow from directional to point predictions
as the theory evolves. Many studies to date have mapped Re-
versal Theory constructs into the everyday lives of people –
be it in popular music or arctic exploration – but these stud-
ies, while compelling, offer little support as to the veracity of
the theory, since many models of personality and motivation
could well explain the same behavior. The time for more
rigorous and theory-driven hypothesis testing is nigh.

Combining the Evaluations through Cluster Analysis

In an effort to determine which theories (of variable qual-
ity, based on the six criteria of evaluation) will align with
other comparable theories, a cluster analysis was conducted
based on 16 personality theories and Reversal Theory. Each
of the 17 theories was scored on a 5-point Likert scale ac-
cording to the six criteria of evaluation, where 1 = very poor
and 5 = very good. Unlike factor analysis, which groups
similar variables based on participants’ scores (e.g., identi-
fying similar verbal intelligence subtests such as vocabulary
and arithmetic), cluster analysis will group similar partici-
pants or subjects or entities based on variable scores. In other
words, a stew recipe consisting of perhaps 25 unique ingredi-
ents can be grouped according to vegetables, spices, liquids,
meats, etc. So too, members of a biological or botanical cat-
egory or genus or family will share similar characteristics
according to various measures: laying eggs, suckling their
young, breathing air, angle of spinal entry to the skull, etc.
It is through the method of cluster analysis that categorical
specialists may identify a subtype of depression or a unique
species of giraffe.

The 17 theoretical profiles were entered into a cluster anal-
ysis (Everitt, 1993; Gordon, 1987), which designates unique
families or clusters of theorists by examining their profiles
for similarities that maximize intercorrelations among clus-
ter members. Inter-theory similarity can be quantified us-
ing squared Euclidian distances, graphically represented in a
dendrogram (from the Greek root for “tree”) with theories on
the vertical y-axis and linkage distances on the horizontal x-
axis (see Figure 1; dendrograms are often used by biologists
to identify closest ancestors in a family tree, so that based on
their morphological measures, dogs and dolphins will share
a common ancestor). The sooner that an entity in the den-
drogram joins with another entity, the greater the likelihood
that those entities belong in the same family. More distant
or dissimilar entities will join later in the dendrogram. The
more similar the theories, the shorter the linkage distance.

Based on algorithms outlined by Ward (1963) and the
visual inspection of the dendrogram, two main clusters

Figure 1. Cluster Analysis Dendrogram using Ward Link-
ages

emerged, each further divided into two subclusters. By in-
terpretation, we can see two main families emerging among
the 17 theories, noting again that it is a grouping according to
quality rather than constituent features. The first main clus-
ter consists of nine personality theories, subdivided into three
subclusters. The first subtype consists of Jung, Erikson, May,
and Fromm (high in comprehensiveness and both heuris-
tic and applied value, but low in precision, parsimony, and
empirical support); the second consists of Maslow, Rogers,
Freud, and Adler (like subcluster-1 but with greater empirical
support); the third consists of Allport only (like subcluster-1
but with fewer practical applications).

The second main cluster consists of seven personality the-
ories plus Reversal Theory; these 8 theories also divide ac-
cording to 3 subclusters. The first subcluster consists of Hor-
ney, Cattell, and Reversal Theory (higher comprehensiveness
and parsimony, but lower precision and heuristic value); the
second consists of Rotter, Bandura, Eysenck, and Skinner
(relatively high in all categories); the third consists of Kelly
only (low comprehensiveness and parsimony, but high preci-
sion and empirical support).

Conclusions

With a set of efficient criteria by which to judge the qual-
ity of a scientific theory, both everyday consumers of the the-
ory as well as those who authored it would benefit from the
universal scorecard that would pinpoint strengths and weak-
nesses, paving the route to future work. That was the exercise
pursued presently, juxtaposing a variety of formal person-
ality theories alongside meta-motivational Reversal Theory.
Although other branches of scientific theory could well have
been selected for comparison, researchers and theoreticians
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are encouraged to conduct this exercise for various theories
in an effort to highlight needed comparisons and future di-
rections.

This exercise yielded a profile for Reversal Theory that
builders may find fruitful. The cluster analysis helps to high-
light related theories that share a similar scorecard; indeed,
Reversal Theory shares with both Horney and Cattell the fea-
tures of a comprehensive and parsimonious model with low
precision and heuristic value. Note as well that Reversal
Theory joins later, as more distant cousins, with still other
empirically-based theories of Rotter, Bandura, Eysenck and
Skinner. The theory demonstrated high scores for compre-
hensiveness with an impressive scope and diversity of phe-
nomena explained. In addition, the theory appears to be par-
simonious, with neither an abundance nor paucity of com-
ponent parts and theoretical concepts. Although the heuris-
tic value or “beyond one’s own yard” influence was limited
to date, the applied value remained impressive, with appli-
cations and evaluated solutions to many current problems.
However, the areas in need of more work, in order to shore
up the confidence in the empirical findings, reside chiefly in
both the theory’s precision and testability. The issue of reli-
ability remains troubling, with five key areas that need to be
addressed before consumers offer greater confidence in the
usefulness of Reversal Theory: (a) exclusive measurement of
reversals and no other transitory state, (b) addressing incon-
sistencies in theoretically opposing processes that are empir-
ically positively correlated, (c) adequate internal consisten-
cies of Reversal Theory measures, (d) avoiding state change
through state measurement, and (e) the advocacy for point
vs. directional predictions. Until these matters are individu-
ally addressed, the theory remains in doubt among scientific
scrutinizers and watchdogs.
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